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SOME NOTE8

OUTLINE

ON THE MONTESSOHI METHOD

HEADINGS

{

Po p

Lecturos

g.M*Standing

)

NOTES

Origin

FOR

MONTESSORI

LECTURE

Of the Method

Brief outline of Dottoressa* s Career .
"1 was deteralnled «-whatever else I was * not to be
a teacher " of Froebel ,
A very significant biographical incident from her
student days .
Growth send Extent of the Method
England , Ireland,Scotland , Italy « Spain , India ,
-personal experience of the Method in these countries .
Method established in almost every country .
Some written spontaneous tributes to the Method .
England Prof Percy Nunn (London University )

mm

jgj^jlt is probable that the last ten years will prove
f| to have been one of the most important germinal
periods in the history of education in this count
ry . It argues no ingratitude to the great name
of Froebel and his thousands of devoted followers
to connect the new impulse , which is everywhere
at wort in our schools , more directly with the
doctrine and labours of Mala Montessofri than with
any other single course M
Preface to a book on “Indiviual Work "
Dr* P.B*Ballard , (thirty years Divisional Inspector
London County Council )
“The fame of Dr* Marla Montessori and her system
reached England about 191ft ....
It has revolution
ised the wort of Infant Schools in a dozen years •
Similar reports from Hew Zealand , Nigeria , Chile ,
etc.
Italy

Mussolini^ President of the Montessori
Society • ’War m supporter •

Mow the Method Spreads
Children themselves the best propagandists .

Impossible to explain the Method in one hour .
Can give only a few general principles .
"Freedom in a Prepared Envi pnr««n». *»
Biological Method of Approach •
of. researches of Darwin , Fabre * deVFAes etc
Necessity of right environment .
Method based on Observation .“A genuine Science Can be « a n d has been verified many times and in
many places .
Might Environment reveals the nature of the organ*In*
•not moulds it . Examples from Biology .

A jjOHfBSSORI

SCHOOL

A PREPARED RNVIRQNMTfflT

Brief description , and comparison with ordinary
schoolroom .
Environment
oontalns 1) What is necessary for the
vegetative functions of lifo , 2} for tho
functions ..o.g* opportunity for feoo movement i
hut also
3) That which will call forth and bring into act
ivity the specially human attributes tIntellect and Power of Oholos , i.o* for
the development of the Reason and Will .
Environment and Freedom
Freedom inaufflciont in school without right Eivironpment .
Might Environment useless without Freedom in it •
Examples to illustrate this •

METHOD

BASED ON THE IMMEHSB SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY OF THE
HOMAN INTELLECT
This activity of tho intellect begins almost at birth.
Work of intelligence in a baby - long before it
speak o
Baby spontaneously struggles with a great number of
Intellectual problems during the first 12 months .
Making a Cosmos out of Chaos of Impressions

<3)
Fo r instance,the Baby ‘a intelligence deals with
such problems as - distinguishing the Self from the
Hot-Self § the function ©f hand , fingers etc,;
relations of objects in Space ; the idea of cause
and effect j of gravity jof d e s s e s of objects etc.
and »any more things besides
Dottoreasa and "The Child in the Family *
Sew and enlarged edition being prepared •
»HAT GOSS OS IS A MQNTESSORI SCHOOL IS SIMPLX A COM?TWHAfTnM
OF THIS SPONTANEOUS ACTIVITY IS A SPwnTATf.Y PREPARED ASP
HELPFUL ENVIRONMENT .

E xamples to shew hew the Montesaorl Envl ronaant a n w w r ^
to needs in the email child which have already manifested
themselves in the ehlld in the home
E.g. Love of Order and Stability in the Environment
More aarked in 'a 'child "of 2$'"ihana child e f 1 2 y r s .
Incidents related as examples .
Profound reason for this longing for a certain
stability and repose(in the child ef 8-3 years)
In its external environment - at that particular
stage of its development *
This stability in things necessary to the growing
mind as a basis of furthsr and mere detailed subdivision of thlngd .
Examples ef this spontaneous generic classification
of things by small children •
^
of, the Story of the Creation of the Scrid as
given in Genesis .
SENSITIVE PERIODS IN EDUCATION
Biologioal principle *
Child passes through a succession ef phases er per
iods ,eaeh ef which has Its own special inner needs and cor
responding external activities .
k
Importance of maing full use of these periods
tragedy of "Dropped Stiches * in mental develepmt.

INDIRECT PREPARATIONS IN EDUCATION
Biological principle .of, tadpole $ caterpillar •
Froebel emphasised this i...."*The child , the boy » the aan , should knew no
ether endeavour but to be at every stage of dev«
elpment wholly what this stage calls for • Then
will each successive stage spring like a new
shoot free a healthy b u d . • • f o r only the ad
equate development of aan at each preceding
stage can effect and bring about adequate dev
elopment at each succeeding stage *
Bdueatlon of

A&B

OF

SENSATION (3-5 years )

Child is predominantly interested in the sensible
qualities of things .
Its life Is a perpetual voyage of discovery .
Colours , sounds , shapes , spatial relation
ships , length , breadth , qualities of surfaces
etc«
Mothers say "Don’t touch it Toaay
hands off i"

i

" "Keep your

profound psycholeglcal reason for this activity
at this stage .
Behind this exploration in the world of Sense Is
a super-sensible urge • the urge of the intell
ect •
The Conceptual life - the life of the intellect
in the world of abstract ideas has a Sensory
Basis"Nihil est in Intellectu
fuerlt in sensu "
Tgg

SENSORY

quod non prleus

APPARATUS

Appears to some as arbitrary and rigid .
Has however a very definite ala -to asslt the
Intellect .
Ordinary objects in the child's home en
vironment « though helpful - are not sufficiently
systematised . Illustrate with apparatus •

THE

CYLINDERS

Demonstrate the nee of •
Child ( of three ) is fascinated « S
Why t
Analysis of the Psychology of the Cylinders
O

A rhythmic muscular movement .
German psychologist Preyer and hie baby .
Put a stopper in and out of a bottle 50 times
without stopping •

a| Child repeats exercise again and again .
ti
Psychological meaning of RepetIon in Children’s
Activities
Child says “again ""again”
Bepetltion is the outer sign of an inner
growth or development
In this case an increasing power of per*
ception of the differences in sixes » a n d In
creased pewer of comparison ,
3) Self-Corrective Action of the Material , shown
in cylinders .
This is a principle running through the Method
the Corrective and Controlling; action of the
Environment .
Other Examples
Light and portable tables and chairs , which
betray awkward and undlscipllne movements
in the child .
Light colour of furniture betrays dirt .
INKER RHYTHM OP THE CHILD DIFFERENT PROM THAT OF THE ADULT .
A profound and far**reaching principle •
This is because the child is In a constant state of
development .
Child’s external activities have an INTERNAL AIM
and that aim ^s C^ROWTff .
THe Law governing adult activity tan be expressed

(6)
as

follows :THB AttULT WORKS ON THE PRINCIPLE OF OBTAINING A MAXIMIM
RESULT WITH A MINIMUM OF EFFORT .
EOT SO TffB CHILDThe ^ii|t works primarily to produce something external to
hlaaelf • to mould and transform his enylronment .
The child has not the same consciousness of an ex*
t e m a l aim * The real aim of hie activity is INTERNAL .
HENCE THE ASTONISHING DELIBERATION OF CHILDREN AND
THEIR ASTONISHING REPETITION .
Examples . Child fills a bucket with great pains
and empties it again and begins the whole performance
again « 1
A Child will transport a series of objects ONE
BY ONE » instead of altogether , which appaems to the
adult * with hie different rhythm * as a maddening
waste ef energy and time .
NO w a s t e OF t i m e
became
CHild cannot become a man before his time . Time
is necessary for G r o w t h .
NO

WASTE OF ENERGY becasue iIt is just this activity which is necessary to
promote that inner ripeness and growth •

HERE WE SEE TOO THE REASON WHY CHILDREN RESENT BEING HELPED
PREFERRING TO DO THINGS THEMSELVES AT THEIR OWN PACE .
It is as instinct as deop as life . B e c a u s e on this
activity depends their growth •
HERE too wo eoo the necessity and value ef giving
the child LUfEiyry in his use of the Apparatus ; so that he can
go on repotting his exercises as long as he likes - i. e . as
long as it is necessary for this Inner growth
Pass now to consider another plede of Apparatus
THE

LONG

STAIR

Describe its use .
(On floor with a rug . This is itself educative the placing of a rug on the floor inadvanee .
E x e r i s e of "Prevision*1 Itard )

LONG-

STAIR (continued )

QBJectlon. Why have these special sticks 7 Is It not too
arbitrary and stereotyped ? Why not use any odd
material that was to hand -sticks from the garden
er kindling sticks ?
Answer
It Is J u s t this regularity of gradation which la
important.
Rods are alike in oolour and cross-section and
vary only In length .
This principle runs through the Sensory App
aratus ,viz« the I solation of one aspect . the one
to be emphasised^ by making it stand out (Examples)
In this case
The mind Is not vividly conscious of these
qualities which are common to all the rods - Its ,
colour • section »etc- but the aspect ef their
||tl-Jtength in relation to each other - this stands out
Ififflclearly In the child s mind, if tie uses the apparatus
nronerly.
;- '
§K
Hence another principle : Sgl
¡¡¡I
THE CHILD MUST USE THE APPARATUS PROPERLYd, e. in accord
ance with Its truealm ) OTHERWISE THE CHIU) WILL HOT
GAIN FROM IT THE DEVELOPMENT AND KNOWLEDGE IT CAN AND
OUGHT TO GIVE .
t

Note here the bearing of this principle on the
question of the Liberty of the Child (to be discussed later )
T o return to the consideration of THE LONG SWAIR
THIS Apparatus is not arbitrary or stereotyped but necessary
It Is this regularity of gradation that brings out the idea
of length « and definitely increasing length •
to
This help aot efr be found in an unprepared environment
* Sou do not see in the street Vo persons - all exaotly th
same in breadth and thickness - b u t varying in height by
a definite degree , and all standing next to each other "
wra-ARITHMETICAL

ARITHMETIC 2

Long Stair and othor Sensory Apparatus prepares the
mind of the cjjlld -unconsciously - for the idea of Number •
Pref. Bermson . The very idea of number involves an
appeal to the notion of Spaoe •
Science is based on measurement %

(S)
LONG

STAIR (continued )

By playing with the Long Stair , and comparing the
length# of rods child is getting an empirical preparation
for the idea of number .
Nation of a Unit of a Series
Rods not only differ from eaeh other in a regular
manner ( like the ©ylinders ) bat with the Long Stair , the
smallest rod is the measure of the difference between each rod
and the next , l.e. it is the Bait of the Series
The Ohild is very near to the idea of Number now •
The inner preparation is done and it passes now to the next
stage THE NUMBER BODS ,
The long Stair and the Number Bods are composed of
the same set ef rods ; but there is an important difference *
The First is still Sensory .; in the second we rise more into
the region of pure number •
( Difference between snlmal and man )
Introduces another important principle •
f 8o m t h e p u r e l y s e n s o r y a p p a r a t u s t h e r e d i v e r g e v a r i o u s
GROUPS OF APPARATUS "WORKING ALONG EACH OF WHICH THE CHILD FINDS
HIMSELF MOVING ALONG VARIOUS PATHS WHICH LEAD TO NUMBER .
GEOMETRY , READING AND WRITING , AND ART . THE TRANSITION FROM
t’HE PURELY SENSORY SPHERE TO THESE VARIOUS PATHS OP CULTURE IS
GRADUAL AND ALMOST IMPERCEPTIBLE .

Ou ti De compared to the evolution of various divergent
forms of life from some more simple state of being .
Diagram to Illustrate .
Sensory Apparatus

Number

Geometry

Writing

Reading

Muele

AS IT PROCEEDS THE SENSORY ELEMENTS IN TSE CHP«PS OCGUPATIONS BECOMES LESS AND LESS PROMINENT AS THE ABSTRACT AND
CONCEPTUAL ELEMENTS INCREASE .
Impossible in a short time to follow along *£•••
diverging paths in any detail . Only a few rough indications
possible in this outline of the Method •

F

(9)

THE

PATH

0?

HUMBER

From the Number Rode the child now proceeds steadily sad
systematically along the road of Arithmetic by scans of a vor ;
1
attractive end very carefully graded aeries of apparatus .
Work with the Ntaaber Rods
Why have such big rods f
A definite reason .
Children prefer something tangible and definite .
Explain how the eipher is associated with the right rod.
Humber rods lead child insensibly to ADDITION AND SUBTRAC1QN
Explain how .
Two remarkable Incidents observed bp children working
spontaneously with the Number Rods . Relate them •
••
Pass now to the SHORT BEAD STAIR
apparatus . Spindles also at this stage .

and other numerical

TEACHING- THE DECIMAL SYSTEM
Immense variety of material .
Seme of the Dottoresca c moat brilliant work .
Units

,

DecurIons

* Centurions , etc •

The Thousand Bead Chain ( Incident )
The "Snake Game ft for adding »
Addition »Multipitcation , Subtraction , division .
Even Long Division .
The Bead Squares » Cubes • Chains » etc •
The Number Frames • etc etc • Far to big a subject
•van to outline without describing
A Pccslble Objection
Does not all this material make the ehlld tee depend»
end on the Concrete--? Can it do things » workA a m i in ItC
Introduces a new principle

» which is t-—

THS MIND SPONTANEOUS!,! ASCENDS FROM THE CONCRETS TO THE
ABSTRACT
............................. .... ...*—
Clrcumstances favorable to this ascent .
Must be an absolute clearness in the Concrete .
Must also be a certain ripeness of general development
Incident observed In a school Illustrating this *
Simile of the
ground f o r a while
Similarly concrete
to the mind rising
||

THE

PATH

Aeroplane "Aeroplane must go along the
ftfest In order to rise Into the air « "
mate rial is necessary as a preliminary
into the thinner regions of'Abstraction s.
OF WRITING- AND READING .

Siaifhrly starts from the Sensory Apparatus • and passes by
imperceptible degrees upwards .
Sotle of the Stages leading; to Writing .
Colours designs with the metal insets .
Hough
and smooth boards .
Sandpaper Alphabet .
Composing of words with the moveable script letters •
The EXPLOSION. Into Writing
Pysy etiological reasons for this explosion .
Combination and release of stored up psychic energies .
First time it happened in Rome . Great Excitement .
MONTSSSORll EXPLOSIONS
A feature of the Method •
Seme examples of Montessori Explosions •
Flashes of illumination - comparable to the Intuitions
of great scientists .
A truth discovered spontaneously is a much more vital
aqulsition than one merely taught .
Similarly

with THE

PATH TO GEOMETRY

AND MUSIC BTC.

No time to mention these subjects hers .

SOUS

OTHER PRINCIPLES

MONTE3SQRI LIBERTY

IN EDtfllA^iqH

What is Liberty ?
"Liberty le the faculty ef choosing means fitted for the
end proposed » for he Is master of hie actions who
can choose one hlag out of many
Further .. "All voluntary acta of choice are pre
ceded by an act of Judgement
It is for this reason that true choice le different
from curiosity .
Hence Children are only free to choose Trs^m
those pieces of apparatus of which they have learnt
the orooer use .

r

Ftrther their Liberty Is aLIBKRTX TO DO RIGHT NOT
A LIBERTI TO DO WHAT IS WRONG .
"Never fear to destroy evil ; It is only the good
that you must preserve *
Summed up in a sentence by a Spanish gaa ^ L m i a ?
"Do not fear a method of liberty which makes the child*
rea walk on a line on the floor *

PRINCIPLE OF N O N - INTERVENTION
Teacher must respect the creative activity
of the child b y untimely intervention .
On the other hand intervention is as necessary
as non-intervention - when the child displays useless
and anti-social actions .
Simile

of the Arftlst * at work o r not at work .

m m LOPaSNT OF

THE WILL

Develops like every other faculty by use .
Monteasori child continually having to make decisions
for itself .
Developss extraordinary Independence and Initiative
At the same time is becomes doolie and obedient •
The child must develops Its will in order to use It

la. an effective aot of obedience .
WORK

AND

PLAYï

COMPARED

Contrary to the usual pelfcef we assert that CHILDREN
ARE MOST INTERESTED IN REAL ACTIVITIES MORE THAN IN
MAKE-BELIEF .
flay Is an activity which, satisfies only a part of
tfce personality .
Recreation and relaxion is of course necessary jbut
children prefer real thins* and activities .
Dottoress a 1s own experience in Rons *
DIFFERENCE

HERS BETWEEN MONTESSORI AND FROEBEL

TRA^SIffti flF THE IMAGINATION
Objection
Does not the use of the Didactic Apparatus
stunt the development of the imaginative faculties i
Answer .There is a true and false use of the imagination .
True imagination is rooted in reality .
Compare the works #fa great and Indifferent poet .
Hia similes always true to life •
Dr. Montssaori and Fairies
Why Dr. M. objects to fairy stories .
and In what way she objects .
Ho objection to fairy stories at a certain
stage .
Examples of a false devoopraeafc of the imagin
ation .

EXERCISES IN PRACTICAL

LIFE

Of vital Importance in child’s development .
Makes a vast difference in the atmosphere of a
school •
Croat help towards muscular co-ordination .
Instils care of environment - or rather - gives the
natural levs of order a means of expression •
Must bo real activities,.
Real furniture ( not dolía furniture )
Ras profound effect on character »

MUTUAL

HELP

Mutual help springs up continuously and spontaneously
In the Montessori School .
Children at different stage in the sane room •
Constantly and willingly helping, one another .
Part of the chars of a Mentesaori school in this •
Compare ordinary school .
It la a curious fact that one will set better results
with a class of 35 children than of - say to .
Practically this is a very important point
This arises partly from this fact that the children
are members of a living social whole • and are wonderfully
interested in each others development .

m&isiMgMontessori Method achieves an Active Blscloline .
It is an inner discipline , not depending onji an
external pressure •
Hence it remains if teacher leaves the schoolroom .
Examples from a y own experience and observation •
We must mot confuse Immobility with ggodness » no r
physical movement or talking with naughtiness .
Atmosphere of a Montessori School is like that of a
large Bank or Emporium . Quiet bustle of activity •

Training of Character
Highest achievement oof the Method ,«
Children become docile , obedient , industrous «
independent and full of intiatlve * helpful to others »
serene In temperament , calm and concentrated m in fact
“little men and women ** ♦ yet with all the spontaneous
c h a m of childhood .
Many nervous complaints disappear .Stammering
Indigestion * timidity • fretfulnees etc.

,

Hence the saying the Mont. Method has revealed a
Mew Child . Sot really new i was there all the time hut
had no chance to show Itself •

SPECIAL#

TRAINING-

mGB&SAECL

FOR TEACHER

T ©achare are horn and not mada s yet training is always
essentia! .
Especially here .
Batter to leave the Method alone than not da it
nPOQO.ri.jC .{ Corruptio optlmi pessima )
A new point of view of her own function ,
A ¿I'rectress not a'Teacher
Directs energies that are already there •
A New Technique of instruction
Observation necessary In Sofaools(So ¡»any days Observation of Children at work an
essential part of the Training for a Diploma )

Book

stud? eiaohatl cally not enough .

QSLf QMS PERSON BEALLS UNDERSTANDS THE MQBfgBSQRX METHOD
A|g THAT IS DR. HONTESSORI HERSELF.
'PHff ftTreATfgST GSMIUS IN EDUCATION JI1HG.E I M l g g L
Her vision of the soul of the child is direct » simple ,
intuitive * In trying to explain it it necessarily breaks
up Into m a y laws and principles . Hut the nearer we
approach to understanding the method the nearer we get
to that simple , and luminous comprehension of the nature
ef the child which is her special gift •
It is important * from the point of view of iamanltyothers should come as near as possible to understanding
the matter as she doe . Hence the importance of direct
personal contact .
PROPOSED TRAINING COURSE IH B K 8 M H
Must be a number of good Observation Schools before
this can materialice •
Hence importance of TEACHERS GOING FROM BERLIN TO
THE INTERNATIONAL TRAINING COURSE IN ITALI JAN, 193© *
To come back and set up schools for Observation S

